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Disclaimer
The information in this document is based on publicly available documentations and author's 
personal & professional experience. In no event shall author be liable for any direct, indirect, 
consequential, punitive, special or incidental damages (including, without limitation, damages for 
loss of profits, business interruption or loss of information) arising out of the use or inability to use 
this document, even if author has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Author makes 
no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of 
this document and reserves the right to make changes to this document at any time without 
notice. Author does not make any commitment to update the information contained in this 
document.
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1. What is App-V Sequencing 
The process of creating a virtual package of an application using App-V sequencer is known as App-V 
sequencing or sequencing.

The Microsoft Application Virtualization (or App-V) Sequencer is a component of the App-V suite used 
to package your applications to be deployed to systems using the App-V client. Properly sequencing 
applications is the key to a successful App-V Implementation

2. What is VFS Sequenging 
The method of allowing an Application to install on C: drive during the monitoring phase of the 
sequencing is termed as VFS sequence.

In this type of sequencing application(s) are allowed to install in their default locations.

3. What is MNT Sequencing 
When the application was installed, during the monitoring phase of Sequencing, under the drive 
letter used as the client’s mount point then this type of sequencing is termed as MNT sequencing.

This is the default method for sequencing and only when application does not work using this method 
then VFS Sequencing should be tried. 

4. What is SystemGuard 
SystemGuard tracks and analyses configuration repositories and resources used by the application 
and intercepts the use of these resources, redirecting them to the virtualized instances of the 
resources.

The Microsoft App-V Application Virtualization Platform‘s heart is SystemGuard, a patented 
technology which enables applications to run without installing them locally—and without altering the 
client‘s operating system.

SystemGuard eliminates common application deployment and management problems:

Application Conflicts: Almost any application will run on any client at any time.

Version Incompatibilities: Different versions of the same application will run simultaneously on the 
same computer.

Multi-User Access: Applications that were previously unable to run in multi-user mode and 
therefore could not run within Citrix MetaFrame or Windows Terminal Services, will now do so and 
function correctly for multiple users.

Multi-Tenancy Issues: Instances of the same application using different database paths will run on 
the same computer at the same time.

Server Siloing and N-Way Regression Testing: The need for many separate server farms and 
time-intensive regression testing for application conflicts is eliminated.

5. What are the protocols supported for streaming an App-V package
RTSP, RTSPS, HTTP, HTTPS, FILE

6. What is active upgrade 
Active upgrade is upgrading an already prepared package to a new compatible version 

(e.g.: Uploading the packages which is developed with 4.2 to 4.5 version of App-V)

7. Describe entire application sequencing process 
8. Which applications can be sequenced. 

Small write up on which type of applications cannot be sequenced 
http://mayankjohri.wordpress.com/2008/02/08/guidelines-for-application-to-be-sequenced/ 

9. How to manage exclusion list 
Default.sprj file can be used to manage exclusion list.

10.How can default.sprj be created
In Sequencer under options, by clicking “Save as Default”

11.Can network shortcut applications be sequenced 
Yes, applications which uses network shortcuts can be sequenced, but should they be sequenced is a 
matter of debate and the answer will depend of the architecture of the application.

12.Can host files be sequenced 
No, host file cannot be sequenced. It is used by network services which are already running before 
the sequenced application was launched thus they will not have access to virtual host file.

13.Define the normal upgrade process 

http://mayankjohri.wordpress.com/2008/02/08/guidelines-for-application-to-be-sequenced/


Open the sprj file with open for upgrade option with the sequencer. Do the modifications and 
increment the release version and do save as.

14.What precautions are needed while sequencing 
15.How reboots are handled while sequencing 
16.Can all types of services be sequenced 
17. Why application is launched more then once while sequencing.
18.How much minimum disk space is required on sequencing machine for both C: & Q: drives
19.Which hardware component be updated to get better performance in sequencing process. 
20.What is a Suite and how they can be created
21.What is the difference between Update and Active Upgrade
22.What is the difference between Suite and Dynamic Suite
23.Why only Q drive is necessary for sequencing or can we have any other drive letter.
24.How can you abort the launch of sequenced application using pre-launch script\
25.What is debug OSD file and how can it be created.
26.What does block-size mean.
27. How can we make sure all files are stored in feature block 1.

By not launching any shortcut in shortcut wizard.

28.Can any application which needs admin rights run on by a non admin user after 
virtualization.

29.Name few application virtualization technologies.
30. Is App-V an Application Compatibility solution? 
31.Can Application Compatibility Shims be used with App-V? 
32.How can App-V be used to run 16-bit applications on Windows x64-bit.
33.Can I run an application on Windows 7 that was sequenced on Windows XP? 

It depends.

34.Can I run an application on Windows XP that was sequenced on Windows 7? 
it depends.

35.My virtual application is not properly working. What are the steps of troubleshooting?



App-V Client
36.What are the options available in Client related to virtual applications.
37. Which application is first removed from the global cache. 
38.How does the App-V client work in App-V infrastructure 
39.Why it is not possible to clean the user cache from a remote machine by any admin. 
40.How can the global cache be cleaned.
41.What needs to be done to activate stand-alone mode
42.Can App-V client be configured using Group Policies



App-V Server Questions
43.While publishing an application you are getting application already present error, How you 

will resolve it.
44.How you will backup the database.
45.Design the diagram of App-V infrastructure of your organization
46.Users are not able to launch any application, what might be the issue. The App-V server 

service is running
47. How can one backup the App-V Management Server?
48.How can one troubleshoot the App-V Management Server? 



App-V Package Distribution Questions
49.Name few disadvantages of using SCCM server for deploying App-V Applications
50.Name few advantages of using SCCM server for deploying App-V Applications
51.Can CA DSM or any other distribution mechanism apart from SCCM be used for deploying 

App-V Packages



Advance Questions
52.Where is registry information stored in App-V Package 
53.I have sequenced Firefox. It is working as desired except one issue. 

When the user try to install an MSI package using the downloaded package list the 
installation fails. But when he tries to do the same using Windows Explorer or command 
line it gets installed. What might be the reason.

54.An application is published to a user, When he connects to my test machine, he is able to 
the the published application but is not able to see it from his machine. Can you list all the 
reasons why that might happen.

55.How is Microsoft App-V licensed & how can one get it? 
56.I have one application which when physically installed on Windows 7 fails to run. Will it 

run after I have virtualized it on Windows 7.


